Kia rio 2004 review

Just as the Japanese carmakers did 40 years ago the Koreans changed our automotive
landscape when they arrived in the s. Hyundai was the brand that forged the path for others, like
Kia, to follow. It was an irresistible value-for-money deal. Kia was one the last to hit the local
market when it launched its first models in the mids, but it too offered a similar deal with cheap
and cheerful models with a decent array of features and pricing within the reach of just about
everyone. Like the other Koreans Kia put new cars within the reach of those who might not
otherwise be able to afford a new model. By doing so they sent the used car market into free fall
causing values to plunge. The Rio has been a popular small car since it replaced the Mentor in
The Mentor was one of the first models Kia introduced here and while it struggled for sales as
the brand built a following the Rio has taken the company to a new level of acceptance. There
were two body styles offered, a four-door sedan and a five-door hatchback. In other words they
had just about everything a budget conscious buyer could want. Both body styles were
appealing without being eye-catching. Inside, they were roomy with quite good accommodation
and plenty of luggage space. Those in the front had adequate head and legroom while those in
the rear were squeezed in more tightly if you tried to fit three across the back seat. It had a
perky 1. There was a choice of a five-speed manual gearbox or four-speed auto with drive
through the front wheels. Fuel consumption is one of the reasons for buying the Rio and it is
generally good in that regard. The suspension does an adequate job. A combination of disc
front brakes and drum rears provides sufficient braking power, but there are no anti-skid brakes
to prevent lockup. An update in brought more equipment, bigger brakes and some suspension
refinements that delivered more comfort and better response. Expect squeaks and rattles from
the body, the interior trim fittings are likely to have deteriorated and looking the worse for wear,
and there are likely to be noises from the suspension. Early cars are likely to be approaching
the time for a cam timing belt change, so check for a service record. Oil leaks are common so
check the engine bay carefully. Regular servicing is just as important with the Rio as it is for
more expensive cars. Ellis Olding has owned his Rio hatch three years and has been completely
satisfied with it. He praises its comfort, luggage capacity, ease of handling and parking, and
says the fuel consumption is excellent. Belinda Stinten says her Kia Rio is economical to run,
cheap to service if you don't go through a dealer, but instead find a service centre that will
honour your new car warranty. She has had no major problems with it and is very satisfied
overall. Pauline Dunne loved Subarus, but turned to the Rio when she found the Subaru too
expensive. She has says the service she has had from her dealer which has been excellent and
inexpensive compared to the cost of servicing a Subaru. He says the Rio he once owned was a
terrible car. It had more rattles than the Ford Laser he owned before it. There was a problem
with the fuel rail, there was a water leak into the boot area that was traced to improperly applied
body sealant, and the radio was replaced three times without success. Cheap and cheerful
small car with variable build quality and little refinement, but good fuel economy. View all Kia
Rio pricing and specifications. Sorry, there are no cars that match your search. Graham Smith.
Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs Other cars to consider. See all Mitsubishi Lancer
prices. See all Hyundai Accent prices. See all Nissan Pulsar prices. Have you considered? Kia
Rio cars for sale. Similar Cars MG 3. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. The Rio and Rio Cinco
are the lowest-priced sedan and wagon on the market, and they feel that way. Buy one only if
you must have a new-car warranty; otherwise, spend your money on a nice used car. Available
styles include 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Kia Rio. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Rio lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Unrefined
handling, five-speed manual's rubbery shift action, mediocre fuel economy. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Alloy wheels are now
standard on the Cinco wagon. Lumbar support has been added to the driver seat in all models,
and the center console armrest gets extra padding. Read more. Write a review See all 78
reviews. I enjoy driving it so much that I am going to end up replacing the motor and
transmission on it. Even with replacing both of those I will still be only paying a third of what it

would cost to buy a new car. Not to mention even with all the maintenance I've had done, The
car has never once left me stranded. I've had cars, trucks, and SUV's prior to this car. This was
the first time I've ever had this much fun driving though. Finding parking spots, flitting in and
out of traffic, great gas mileage, and she's so simple. Those new cars have just too much
technology that will distract me while I am driving. I can also foresee a huge expense of having
to replace that technology when it goes out. Read less. Friends don't let friends buy KIA's
Timing belt broke at 57k miles destroying engine, fortunately under warranty. Stereo eats CD's
regularly. Things break and pop off all the time. Alignment issues from day one. On my 3rd
engine now that my camshaft snapped in 2 ruining the head and valves. Costs more the fix than
anything I've ever owned. Leaves me stranded more often than not. This car is only worth the
value of a running engine. I will never buy another KIA. After a lot of searching for an
inexpensive and economical car, I feel that the Kia Rio Cinco can not be beat. All around it's a
bargain. Rio Timing belt problems. I'm tearing down a Kia Rio with miles, well cared for, Not
Abused, fresh oil change and Fram filter, LOCKED engine, failed timing belt, At first I thought
inferior quality belt and poor components, but this is a rugged copy of the Mazda which can run
many miles, everything looks great but the belt is hard and not very flexible. Maybe Kia
scrimped on this but I really doubt it, seems like a heat problem so I did a closer look. To keep
engine noise to an absolute minimum, the hood is heavily insulated as well as a plastic cover
plate over the engine, But in addition to that Both fenders and the firewall have a continuous
rubber gasket as does most of the front of the hood,. See all 78 reviews of the Used Kia Rio.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the Rio. Sign Up. Okay, Inexpensive Car. I would say that it is an OK value for what you get
though. My car has a little over , miles and I got it for 2,, so that is a lot cheaper than you would
be able to get most cars with that kind of mileage for. My main complaint is that it seems to be
built really cheaply. I haven't had any real mechanical problems yet, but several minor things
show that it is built cheep. I feel like one day something is going to go horribly wrong and
destroy the car. Until that happens though I'm satisfied with it. It's cheap transportation. Pros:
Cheap, Reliable so far, gets you from point a to point b, not too terribly ugly,. Cons: Built cheep,
under powered, weird noises, shaky. But the electrical is strange. The car keeps putting the
check engine light on, even though no mechanic can find a problem with my car. It's like its
possessed and running merrily along, odd quirks and all. I sometimes feel like I'm driving my
coffin because the light comes on so often and I always wonder "is that the same code again or
is the car going to die any second? Pros: Inexpensive subcompact car with great visibility for
tall people like me and great fuel economy. Wonderful for a first car. Cons: Several maintenance
jobs are recommended sooner than you would think, for a reason. The parts are not as durable
as they are in most cars, but if you follow the manual you should be fine. For instance, the
timing belt should be changed every 60k. I had planned to take mine in "early" by my dad's
advice at 80, miles, thinking 90k was the norm. Well it snapped at 81k when I had been planning
to take the car in "in a few weeks". Don't expect to have a smooth ride, since it's a bit
underpower and noisy, especially on the highway. Winter perfomance are allright with good
winter tires. Power sterring and AC are optional and works great. Cons: Noisy, underpower,
poor built quality in some place as well, but it works! Not A Bad Car â€” Skids in rain and snow
but pretty good on gas. WD cleared up the winter lock freezing issues. More fun to drive than an
automatic, but what can you expect from a four banger? Also, door stopped opening after a
month. Cheaply made but holds its own. Slides too easy and has poor take off performance but
i didnt pay a lot for it. The thing that is so much worse about it is when people ride with me it
makes it a lot more slower on take off. Pros: Sorta looks better on the outside than a or Hate the
engine so under powered, build quality is so so, very plastic, not much room in the rear either.
Read More. The features are decent. The value of the car is excellent for the price with awesome
fuel mileage. However, I gave it a 4 stars because of the cheap quality tires. The interior is more
stylish in This car goes for a good price and drives smoothly!! Inside it reeks Great features for
the money. A lot more roomy on the interior than it seems. Looks like a good deal. Not what
were looking for. Great car, good features for the price Read More. Have you driven a Kia Rio?
Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Kia Rio reviews reviews. Back Seats:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Cheap, Reliable so far, gets you from point a to point b, not too
terribly ugly,. Is this helpful? Yes No. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Inexpensive
subcompact car with great visibility for tall people like me and great fuel economy. Vincent
writes:. Kyle writes:. Pros: Sound System. Cons: hp engine. Gina writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: gas mileage. Cons: Hazardous depending on weather. Cody writes:.
Cons: Slow. Gary writes:. Hate the engine so under powered, build quality is so so, very plastic,
not much room in the rear either Pros: Brakes, Handling. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3

Kia Rio reviews. Read all 4 Kia Rio reviews. Read all Kia Rio reviews. Cars compared to Kia Rio.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Kia Rio to Related Models.
Select Year Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Cheap, Reliable so far, gets you from point a
to point b, not too terribly ugly, Cons: Built cheep, under powered, weird noises, shaky. Pros:
Sound System Cons: hp engine 9 of 9 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: gas mileage Cons: Hazardous depending on weather 8 of 8 people
found this review helpful. Hate the engine so under powered, build quality is so so, very plastic,
not much room in the rear either Pros: Brakes, Handling Cons: Gutless Engine, Loud Engine,
Rear visibility 8 of 8 people found this review helpful. I enjoy driving it so much that I am going
to end up replacing the motor and transmission on it. Even with replacing both of those I will
still be only paying a third of what it would cost to buy a new car. Not to mention even with all
the maintenance I've had done, The car has never once left me stranded. I've had cars, trucks,
and SUV's prior to this car. This was the first time I've ever had this much fun driving though.
Finding parking spots, flitting in and out of traffic, great gas mileage, and she's so simple.
Those new cars have just too much technology that will distract me while I am driving. I can
also foresee a huge expense of having to replace that technology when it goes out. Timing belt
broke at 57k miles destroying engine, fortunately under warranty. Stereo eats CD's regularly.
Things break and pop off all the time. Alignment issues from day one. On my 3rd engine now
that my camshaft snapped in 2 ruining the head and valves. Costs more the fix than anything
I've ever owned. Leaves me stranded more often than not. This car is only worth the value of a
running engine. I will never buy another KIA. After a lot of searching for an inexpensive and
economical car, I feel that the Kia Rio Cinco can not be beat. All around it's a bargain. I'm
tearing down a Kia Rio with miles, well cared for, Not Abused, fresh oil change and Fram filter,
LOCKED engine, failed timing belt, At first I thought inferior quality belt and poor components,
but this is a rugged copy of the Mazda which can run many miles, everything looks great but the
belt is hard and not very flexible. Maybe Kia scrimped on this but I really doubt it, seems like a
heat problem so I did a closer look. To keep engine noise to an absolute minimum, the hood is
heavily insulated as well as a plastic cover plate over the engine, But in addition to that Both
fenders and the firewall have a continuous rubber gasket as does most of the front of the hood,.
Funny the guy that posted the review about the engine 'seizing up' at 81, miles. Anyway, I live in
Phoenix and the air conditioner only works when you're driving. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Rio. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Rio model: All Rio models 4dr Sedan 1. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2
stars 1 star. I love my little car. Friends don't let friends buy KIA's Items per page:. Write a
review See all Rios for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Rio. Sign Up. It's a compact car, so
it's easy to drive and find parking. It's an old car, and it's a base model, so it has zero bells and
whistles. The gas mileage is ok, but not as good as my Toyota Corolla was, that my daughter
got in a wreck with, even though this car is smaller. I don't like that it has a lot of proprietary
parts, so you have to order them specially. And it seems like it needs to go into the shop a lot. If
I had to do it over again, I would probably not buy this car, but we bought it used just a year and
a half ago, because we were desperate to have another car with three of us in the family driving.
I think this car is great for people learning to drive because it is tiny and easier to get around. I
haven't had any problems with this car and its performance has made me nothing but happy. I
think it is very comfortable, may not be for taller individuals though. I have gotten a lot of great
compliments on my vehicle. My vehicle is very reliable. The air and heat has not given me any
problems. It has been good and hanging on for a while and it is a pretty good gas saver. One of
the main problems that I have had is with the battery. They have not had pretty long battery
lives. I also have had a few problems with the chipping of paint. The paint has been very cheap
and had a hard time staying on. I did not replace it and I am just going to let it ride until I decide
to get another vehicle. It has been very faithful. I like the car because it is compact and has
plenty of pep, the gas mileage is very good and even though it is compact, it has a very smooth
ride. Kia company is really do great job and they've produced reasonable high-quality vehicles
specially in sedan range. My car is very small and compact which is perfect for the city. It has
great gas mileage and I like that it sits low to the ground. It is perfect size for just me and does
not require much maintenance. It is a cute orange and the Kia people are so nice when I take it
in to get serviced. I have not had any issues with it at all and I have been driving it for about six
years now. I love my little Kia. Seats are very comfortable, easy to sit in without having
problems that a smaller vehicle would. The body is nice but dents very easily. My only problem
was how easy it dents besides that it is a beautiful vehicle. The gas mileage is amazing, can go
all day on a low cost. Heating and cooling is nice! Highly recommend anyone to get this vehicle.
The problems I usually have are only on non practical functions of the vehicle, like the lever to
adjust the seat, and it is pretty slow to get to high mph, also I had to install the alarm for the car

since it didn't have it. I never had a problem starting up the car, neither a problem going on the
highway, the a. Works wonderful since is a small car so it cools really fast. Great gas mileage.
Because it's a hatchback I have a lot of cargo room. I have a Kia Rio. I love it to be honest. The
only con for me would be the manufactured radio, other than that it's great. It doesn't take much
to fill up the tank, it drives really smooth, and if I have to replace any parts or have it fixed it's
not expensive. It needs a transmission and keeps needing one every year or so, now it needs a
radiator also. Other then that the car is great. Too many problems. It keeps breaking down with
blockage in the fuel system. I have to reset a lot of the codes in the car as well. The Rio is small
and still a bit underpowered but has been fairly reliable. I have experienced several electrical
problems and some issues with stalling at stop lights. Overall it was a cheaper car early in its
life cycle by a new brand but has performed well enough for my needs. Easy on gas Repairs are
cheap Economical No complaints. It runs ok. I use it mainly for transportation to and from work
so it works for me. Not too flashy and nothing is automatic except the transmission. It's not a
bad car, depending on what works for you and what your needs require. I could have done with
a newer model but you get what you pay for. I like how straightforward it is- not too fancy with
bells and whistles and for the most part we are able to do repairs at home. Dislike no cruise
control. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by:
Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Value Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest
Rating. Lowest Rating. Cindy C wrote on October 31, Jessica M wrote on October 16, Ruby W
wrote on September 19, James K wrote on November 22, Hosein A wrote on November 22,
Hannah D wrote on November 22, Allen G wrote on November 22, Karen C wrote on November
22, Karen B wrote on October 23, Shania B wrote on October 23, Whitney M wrote on October
23, Alexis K wrote on October 23, Jason s wrote on October 23, Melissa C wrote on October 23,
Matt M wrote on October 23, Diane Y wrote on October 23, Emily O wrote on October 23,
Continue to Overview. No car is perfect, so we've gathered everything relating to the Kia Rio
reliability here to help you decide if it's a smart buy. Sorry, there are no cars that match your
search. Kia Rio Reviews expert guide. Used Kia Rio review: 8 Dec by Ewan Kennedy Ewan
Kennedy reviews the first generation, second generation and third generation Kia Rio, from ,
and , as a used buy. Read more. Used Kia Rio review: 13 May by Ewan Kennedy Kia Rio is a
small-medium South Korean car that has picked up significantly in Australia since the launch of
the all-new model of September After two generations of Rios with conservative Used Kia Rio
review: 28 Jan by Graham Smith Just as the Japanese carmakers did 40 years ago the Koreans
changed our automotive landscape when they arrived in the s. Hyundai was the brand that
forged the path for others, like Kia, to follow Used Kia Rio review: 11 Feb by Staff Writers On
sale here since July , the Rio's sales started off re
2005 volvo xc90 maintenance schedule
84 chevy distributor wiring diagram
toyota prius 2010 manual
latively modestly but have picked up steadily over the years and there are now plenty on the
used-car scene. In fact the Kia Rio has been on Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs
Kia Rio News. What has Kia got in store for ? Kia vows to stick with passenger cars 19 Oct by
Stephen Ottley. Uber safety mandate comes into effect 1 Oct by Tung Nguyen. Kia Rio pricing
and specs revealed 25 Oct by Tom White. Light car fantastic 8 May by CarsGuide team. See all
Kia Rio News. Kia Rio FAQs No car is perfect, so we've gathered everything relating to the Kia
Rio reliability here to help you decide if it's a smart buy. What car should I buy to replace my
Toyota Corolla? What should I do if the transmission warning sign comes on in my Kia Rio?
Skoda Fabia Would it make a good first car? Kia Rio Is it economical to run premium petrol?
What car should I buy that is reliable and safe? Kia Rio cars for sale. Most viewed in news
Subaru Brumby reborn? Subaru ute could return as a Toyota HiLux twin!

